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Abstract. Various scientific and industrial researches such as spectroscopy and

advanced nano-technologies have been demanding high flux and fully coherent EUV

and X-ray radiation. These demands can be commendably satisfied with a MHz-level

repetition-rate seeded free-electron laser (FEL). Dictated by the seed laser system,

seeded FELs have faced obstacles for the realization of MHz repetition rate. Reducing

the required peak power of an external coherent seed laser can effectively increase

the repetition rate of a seeded FEL. This paper presents a novel technique that

employs a long modulator as a carrier for laser amplification and electron modulation,

which is quite different from nominal seeded FELs. Applications of the proposed

technique into high-gain harmonic generation (HGHG) and echo-enabled harmonic

generation (EEHG) are investigated. Simulation results demonstrate that seed laser

power is reduced by about three orders of magnitude and the FEL radiation possesses

consistently high coherence and power stability with respect to the nominal HGHG

or EEHG. The proposed technique paves the way for the realization of fully coherent

EUV and soft X-ray FELs with a repetition rate of MHz and an average power of

about 100 W.

Keywords : Free-electron laser; high repetition rate; coherent EUV radiation; high aver-

age power
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1. Introduction

MHz-level repetition-rate free-electron lasers (FELs) have been the continuous pursuit

of institutions and groups around the world due to the dramatic increase in radiation

pulse generation rate. Free-electron laser in Hamburg (FLASH) [1] and European X-ray

free-electron laser (XFEL) are now under operation at MHz in burst-mode [2, 3], while

the linac coherent light source II (LCLS-II) [4], the Shanghai high repetition rate XFEL

and extreme light facility (SHINE) [5] and MariX [6] are aiming to generate MHz FELs

in continuous wave (CW) mode.

As the most common FEL operational mechanism, self-amplified spontaneous

emission (SASE) [7, 8] holds the potential of generating CW FELs by means of the

development of superconducting technology. In a SASE FEL, lasing occurs in a

single pass of a relativistic electron beam through a long periodic magnetic structure

(undulator). Starting from the intrinsic electron beam shotnoise, SASE FELs have

limited longitudinal coherence and large shot-to-shot power fluctuations.

Various techniques have been proposed to improve the longitudinal coherence (a

bandwidth close to transform limit) of a SASE FEL. In the self-seeding scheme [9, 10, 11],

a configuration of a monochromator sandwiched by double undulators is adopted. The

SASE radiation generated by the first undulator is purified by the monochromator and

then further exponentially amplified to saturation in the second undulator. Intrinsic

fluctuation, however, still remains in the self-seeding scheme. Direct seeding is another

way to provide a fully coherent output [12, 13]. An external coherent laser, generated

from high harmonic generation (HHG) source by the means of injecting a high-power

laser to a noble gas [14, 15, 16, 17], is directly injected into the undulator and amplified

to saturation. However, low conversion efficiency in the X-ray wavelength of a HHG

source prevent us from obtaining X-ray output of a direct seeding FEL.

Seeded FEL schemes like high-gain harmonic generation (HGHG) [18, 19, 20] and

echo-enabled harmonic generation (EEHG) [21, 22, 23] have been invented to convert

the external seed to shorter wavelengths. HGHG consists of two undulators separated

by a chicane. An external coherent laser is used to interact with electrons in the

first undulator (modulator) to generate a sinusoidal energy modulation of the electron

beam at the lasing wavelength. Energy modulation is then transformed into density

modulation through the dispersion element chicane. Coherent radiation at shorter

wavelength is generated after the density-modulated (microbunched) electron beam

traverses the second undulator (radiator), which is tuned to a high harmonic of the

seed laser. HGHG ensures a high degree of longitudinal coherence but low frequency

conversion efficiency. The output wavelength of HGHG can only reach the extreme

ultraviolet (EUV) range [24]. EEHG pushes the seeded FELs to shorter wavelength

with a more complicated phase space manipulation technique. Two modulators and

two chicanes are adopted in EEHG to achieve echo effect of the microbunched electron

beam. The lasing of EEHG at soft X-ray wavelength regions have been achieved at the

Trieste FERMI [23] and Shanghai soft X-ray free-electron laser facility [25].
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Highly coherent EUV and soft X-ray laser sources facilitate scientific and industrial

researches such as spectroscopy and advanced nano-technologies. As one of these laser

sources, HHG has been explored for applications in the nanostructure characterization

and transient nanoscale dynamic of materials [26, 27]. The limited power of EUV

radiation generated by HHG, however, hinders its application. CW seeded FELs can

produce higher output at both EUV and X-ray wavelengths and are therefore more

likely to be a comprehensive platform for the cutting-edge nanostructure and nanodevice

researches [28, 29, 30]. Other applications such as time-resolved spectroscopy [31],

coherent diffraction imaging [32, 33, 34] and EUV microscopy [35, 36], would also benefit

from CW seeded FELs.

Triggered by an externally coherent seed laser, the repetition-rate of a seeded FEL is

dictated by the properties of the seed laser system. In the nominal HGHG or EEHG, the

seed wavelength is usually at deep ultraviolet (DUV), as harmonics of commercial light

sources, e.g., the Ti:sapphire laser (λ ∼800 nm) and Yb-based fiber laser (λ ∼1030 nm).

Peak power of hundreds of megawatts (MW) and pulse length of dozens to hundreds of

femtoseconds are preferred for seeded FELs [20, 23, 25]. To reach MHz-level repetition

rate, tens of watts of average power is required for the DUV seed laser, which is two or

three orders of magnitudes larger than currently achievable value from a commercial laser

system [37]. Tremendous efforts especially the work about optical parametric chirped-

pulse amplifier have been dedicated into the development of high-average-power laser

system [38, 39, 40, 41, 42]. However, it is still non-trivial for the state-of-art laser system

to meet the power requirement of a seeded FEL with MHz-level repetition rate.

Another technical route is to reform the laser-electron interaction mechanism to

relax the power requirement of a high-repetition-rate seeded FEL. Several methods have

been developed, such as the optical resonator [43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48], angular dispersion

enabled microbunching (ADM) [49, 50], self-modulation [51, 52] and optical-klystron

HGHG [53]. In the optical resonator, the electron beam is stored in an oscillator before

it is directed to generate radiation. The repetitive laser-electron interaction is able

to amplify the laser pulses and achieve considerable energy modulation on the electron

beam. With combination of frequency up-conversion mechanism, e.g., HGHG or EEHG,

this method could further extend the radiation to shorter wavelength. However, the

repetition rate of the radiator is non-adjustable at most time. 1 MHz repetition rate

indicates 300 m long resonator, and 0.5 MHz means 600 m long resonator. Also, the

increased thermal issues in the cavity need to be studied to secure a stable output.

ADM takes use of multi-dimensional modulation of the electron beam to relax the

requirement on the laser-induced energy modulation. The need for small angular

divergence of the electron beam, however, makes this method more suitable for use

in storage rings. Self modulation or optical-klystron HGHG is based on pre-density

modulation method. These schemes still need a laser-induced energy modulation at

least half of the initial energy spread. And the correspondingly required dispersion

to form the density modulation is much larger than that in nominal HGHG, which

may cause the spectrum broadening induced by the energy chirps in the electron beam
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(Appendix).

Here, an alternative method named direct-amplification enabled harmonic

generation (DEHG) is presented. DEHG is an ensemble of frequency up-conversion

schemes that adopts a relative long modulator to replace the short modulator in nominal

seeded FELs. This schematic simplicity allows DEHG to be compatible with nominal

seed FEL schemes such as HGHG and EEHG to generate FEL output from EUV to

soft X-rays. It is investigated that the long modulation process in DEHG produces a

completely different physical scenario compared to the short modulation in the nominal

schemes. Laser amplification and electron modulation are realized simultaneously in the

modulator, and the energy-modulated electron beam together with the amplified seed

laser are then guided to the downstream elements for further beam manipulation and

high harmonic generation through HGHG or EEHG processes.

The requirement on the laser power is only large enough to suppress the shotnoise

power (equivalent input power of SASE) of the electron beam, which is about three

orders of magnitude smaller than that required in a nominal seeded FEL. Hereby, the

MHz-level repetition-rate could be realized by a commercially available laser system. It

is investigated that self-feedback mechanism exists in DEHG and this makes stability

even better natively. Moreover, the absence of large dispersion in DEHG-based HGHG

maintains the excellent longitudinal coherence of the nominal seeded FEL. In DEHG-

based EEHG, the directly amplified seed laser which is reused in the second modulator

inherits the current profile of the electron beam, yielding great synchronization. The

proposed technique opens the way for the realization of stable MHz-level repetition-rate

seeded FELs.

2. Direct-amplification enabled harmonic generation for seeding a

high-repetition-rate free-electron laser

Figure 1 shows the schematic layout of direct-amplification method with its applications

Figure 1. Schematic layout of the direct-amplification method with its applications

in HGHG (a) and EEHG (b). I-III: evolution of one optical bucket (one seed laser

wavelength) and longitudinal phase space distribution of the electron beam. Optical

bucket height indicates the pulse intensity of the seed laser.
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in HGHG (Fig. 1(a)) and EEHG (Fig. 1(b)). HGHG enables harmonic jump to no more

than twentieth, while EEHG enlarges harmonic jump to dozens. With a seed laser at

the wavelength of DUV range, HGHG with EEHG will cover the radiation wavelength

from EUV to soft X-rays. For practical convenience, the undulator segment is as far

as possible in accordance with the length of 4 m to customize, except one is 2.4 m.

The first modulators in HGHG and EEHG consist of two undulator segments with a

break length of 1 m in the middle. The break is used to put diagnostic equipment and

quadrupoles. The 8-m-long modulator ensures significant amplification of the seed laser

power. The second modulator in EEHG is 2.4 m. The radiators in both mechanisms

consist of several 4-m-long undulator segments with a break length of 1 m in the middle.

The period lengths of modulators and radiators are 8 cm and 4.1 cm, respectively. It

should be mentioned that with the modulator length fixed, the laser-induced modulation

can be optimized by tuning the seed laser power.

The long upstream modulator (two undulator segments) is used for seeding

amplification and electron modulation, and the energy-modulated electron beam

together with the amplified seed laser are then guided to the downstream elements

for further beam manipulation and high harmonic generation through HGHG or EEHG

processes. In the modulator, an externally coherent seed laser with a peak power larger

than shotnoise is directly injected to interact with the electron beam. The long-distance

modulation process can ensure sufficient energy exchange between the electron beam and

the seed laser, as portrayed in Fig. 1(a)(I-III). In the initial stage of modulation, the

power of the seed laser grows hardly during the laser-electron interaction process while

a weak energy modulation is imprinted onto the electron beam. In the latter part,

the lethargy regime of seeded FEL is overcome and there is an intense energy exchange

between the laser and the electron beam. At this time, the electric field increases rapidly

and produces a significant sinusoidal modulation on the electron beam. Although the

power of the laser enters the exponential gain regime, it is far from saturation and the

rotation of the phase space is almost not perceptible, which ensures that the energy

modulation of the electron beam maintains sinusoidal. This laser-electron interaction

mechanism realizes the direct amplification of seed laser and effectively sinusoidal energy

modulation of the electron beam.

To demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed technique, start-to-end simula-

tions [54] have been performed for both HGHG and EEHG assistant with the direct-

amplification technique. HGHG will be used to produce 13.55 nm EUV radiation, while

EEHG will be used to produce 6 nm soft X-ray radiation.

Typical parameters of a soft X-ray FEL is used here. The electron beam is at 2.5

GeV energy with spread of 0.19 MeV, duration of 110 fs (FWHM), peak current of 800

A and normalized emittance of 0.4 mm mrad. At the entrance of the modulator, the

longitudinal phase space and current distribution of the electron beam are shown in

Fig. 2(a). The externally coherent seed laser is at 257.5 nm and is produced by the

fourth harmonic generation of a commercial infrared fiber laser at 1030 nm. The pulse

duration is 350 fs (FWHM). The modulator is an in-vacuum undulator with a 2.3 T
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peak magnetic field at 5.3 mm gap [55]. K parameter of the modulator is 17.5.

For HGHG, the required harmonic number for reaching 13.55 nm is nineteenth.

Owing to the large frequency up-conversion amplitude, the required energy modulation

should be greater than 10 times of the energy spread. To achieve sufficient modulation

of the electron beam with the 8-m-long modulator, the peak power of the seed laser is

chosen to be 1 MW. Under this condition, the laser-induced energy modulation is 11.6

times of the energy spread. For a nominal HGHG whose modulator length is usually one

Rayleigh length of the seed laser, simulation results show that the seed laser power needs

to be larger than 640 MW to obtain the same energy modulation. Hereby the required

peak power of the seed laser is reduced by almost three orders of magnitude with the

proposed technique. The reduction in peak power can be traded for the increase of the

repetition rate. For the direct-amplification method, the average power of the seed laser

is 0.35 W under 1 MHz repetition rate. Such a power could be achieved by a commercial

fiber laser system.

By setting the dispersion strength of the chicane as 34 µm, the energy-modulated

electron beam becomes spatially density-modulated. Its phase space distribution

is shown in Fig. 2(b). The phase space distribution is very close to that of a

Figure 2. (a) Longitudinal phase space and current distribution of the electron beam

at the entrance of the modulator (γ is the Lorentz factor); performances of DEHG

at 13.55 nm: (b) phase space distribution of the electron beam within one seed laser

wavelength at the entrance of radiator (s is the longitudinal position, λs=257.5 nm);

(c) radiation peak power along the radiator and spectrum at 20 m.

nominal HGHG, indicating that the direct-amplification process yields sinusoidal energy

modulation. Maximum bunching factor of 3% is achieved at 13.55 nm with the density-

modulated beam. The radiator is an in-vacuum undulator with a 1.4 T peak magnetic

field at 6.7 mm gap. K parameter is 5.4. In the radiator, the peak power of the EUV

radiation grows exponentially and reaches saturation at 20 m with a value of 1.6 GW

and pulse duration of about 60 fs (FWHM). The pulse energy is 77 µJ. At this point,

the spectrum bandwidth is about 1/1780 (∆λ/λ), 1.25 times to the Fourier transform

limit, which manifests the great longitudinal coherence of the radiation. These results

are shown in Fig. 2(c). The average power of the FEL radiation at EUV reaches 77 W

with 1 MHz repetition rate.

Stabilities of DEHG are also studied. Figure 3 reveals comparisons of modulation

depth and radiation power without (a, c) and with (b, d) DEHG applied in HGHG.
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Figure 3. Comparison of modulation depth and radiation power without (a, c) and

with (b, d) DEHG applied in HGHG; (a, b) modulation depth versus seed laser power

and electron beam current; (c, d) radiation power versus seed laser power and electron

beam current. Lower parts of (c, d) are the projections of power stable area.

Fig. 3(a, b) present the modulation depth as functions of the seed laser power and

electron beam current. For nominal HGHG, the modulation depth is related to the

seed laser intensity, but not to the electron beam current. For DEHG, however, the

modulation depth is correlated with both the seed laser power and the electron beam

current. This phenomenon makes the radiation of DEHG more tolerant to the variation

of current. The reason is that although an increase of beam current will enhance the

radiation power, the coexisting increase in modulation depth and the fixed dispersion

strength result in the over-compressed and a smaller bunching factor, which is not

conducive to the radiation power growth. This feedback mechanism makes radiation of

DEHG not naturally sensitive to the beam current. Fig. 3(c, d) display the radiation

power versus seed laser power and electron beam current in nominal HGHG and DEHG,

respectively. One can see that in nominal HGHG, the radiated power increases as the

electron beam current rises. In DEHG, however, the radiation power does not increase

with current in a certain area due to the feedback mechanism. Power stable area can be

regarded as a region in which the radiation power decreases by no more than 5% due to

jitters in the electron beam current and seed laser power. In this case, the power stable

area of DEHG is 28% larger than that of nominal HGHG. Further simulations reveal

that this quantity becomes larger when the frequency up-conversion amplitude is lower.

When the radiation frequency is at 9th of the seed laser, the power stable area of the

DEHG is twice as large as that of the nominal HGHG. These results indicate the great

stability of DEHG.
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The above simulation results demonstrate that the proposed technique is capable

of generating stable, nearly full coherent and MHz-level repetition-rate EUV radiation.

Nineteenth harmonic generation is almost the limit of HGHG with the above parameters.

Shorter wavelengths are no longer at the scope of a single-stage HGHG and it can

be achieved through EEHG with a similar setup of the first modulator based on the

direct-amplification technique, as shown in Fig. 1(b). Like the nominal EEHG, two

modulators, two chicanes and one radiator are arranged in the layout. The structural

differences lay in the increased length of the first modulator, the added laser transport

line between the two modulators, and the absence of the second external seed laser. The

first modulator which consists of two undulator segments enables laser amplification and

electron modulation. The amplified seed laser is then forwarded to the laser transport

line to get appropriate time delay (∼30 fs), in order to interact with the electron beam

again in the subsequent modulator. The laser transport line mentioned here is an optical

system that uses lenses and mirrors to focus and transmit the optical field with minimal

power loss. With commercially available high transmittance lenses and high reflectivity

mirrors, power loss can be controlled within 5%. After the twice-modulated electron

beam passes through the second chicane, a highly micro-bunched beam distribution is

formed. In comparison to the nominal EEHG, whose pulse energy fluctuations largely

inherit the time jitter of the second seed laser, DEHG with a naturally synchronized

second seed laser is very favorable for generating stable radiation.

Radiation at 6 nm was simulated to illustrate the capability of the proposed

technique to generate soft X-ray pulses. In this case, the peak power of the seed laser

is 0.2 MW, indicating average power of 70 mW under 350 fs pulse duration (FWHM)

and 1 MHz repetition rate. Parameters of the electron beam and undulators are all the

same with those mentioned above. After the first modulator, the laser power would be

amplified to 10 MW and the electron beam would get 5.2 times of the energy spread

at the same time. Amplified seed laser is then led to the laser transport line while the

electron beam traverses the chicane. The power profile of the seed laser at different

positions (i.e., at entrance of the 1st modulator, at exit of the 1st modulator and at

entrance of the 2nd modulator) are illustrated in Fig. 4(a), where the beam current

profile is also presented as a reference coordinate. One can see clearly the enhancement

of the seed laser intensity through the 1st modulator and the inheritance of the power

profile to the electron beam current. The laser transport line introduces a 30 fs time

delay of the laser to the electron beam without obviously decreasing the laser power.

The introduced time delay can effectively counteract the slippage time in the second

modulator to obtain a uniform energy modulation of the electron beam. In the second

modulator, the amplified seed laser induces 2.9 times of the energy spread on the electron

beam. By now, the two-stage modulation of the electron beam is accomplished by a

unique external coherent laser source. For the nominal EEHG with one-Rayleigh-length

modulators, however, the total required peak power of two seed lasers to obtain the

same energy modulation is 170 MW, which is about three orders of magnitude higher

than the value used here.
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Figure 4. Performances of DEHG-based EEHG at 6 nm: (a) the beam current

distribution and power profile evolution of the seed laser; (b) phase space distribution

of the electron beam within one seed laser wavelength (λs=257.5 nm) at the entrance

of radiator; (c) radiation peak power along the radiator and spectrum at 15 m.

With the dispersion strength of two chicanes as 8.1 mm and 0.18 mm, respectively,

the electron beam is highly micro-bunched at 6 nm and the maximum bunching factor

of 6% is achieved. Phase space distribution of the electron beam at the entrance of

radiator is presented in Fig. 4(b). The distribution is very close to that of a nominal

EEHG, which indicates the feasibility of the setup in Fig. 4. The radiator is an in-

vacuum undulator with a 0.87 T peak magnetic field at 11 mm gap. K parameter of the

radiator is 3.3. The peak power of the radiation grows exponentially in the radiator and

reaches saturation at 15 m, with a saturated power of 3.2 GW and and pulse duration

of about 54 fs (FWHM). The pulse energy is 0.135 mJ. At saturation, the spectrum

bandwidth is about 1/3320 (∆λ/λ), 1.18 times to the Fourier transform limit. These

results are shown in Fig. 4(c). With a repetition rate of 1 MHz, the average power of

the FEL radiation at 6 nm reaches 135 W. The radiation performances like power and

spectrum bandwidth of EEHG at 6 nm are better than those of HGHG at 13.5 nm,

since the bunching factor is larger and the laser-induced energy spread is smaller. It

should be emphasized that self-feedback mechanism also emerges in this case, which is

a hint for the generation of stable output.
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3. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

Thanks to the development of superconducting technology, MHz-level repetition-rate

electron beam has come true. Seeded FELs have been proved to be convincing method

to produce fully coherent EUV and soft X-ray radiation. However, limited by the average

power of laser system today, seeded FEL mostly cannot run at the repetition-rate as

high as the electron beam from superconducting linear accelerator. The huge challenges

for reducing the required seed laser power while maintaining the great longitudinal

coherence and mechanism simplicity of nominal seeded FELs has led to the invention of

the proposed technique. The proposed technique, with its application either on HGHG

or EEHG, reduces the requirement of the seed laser power by about three orders of

magnitude and make CW seeded FELs possible for a commercially available fiber laser

system. The achievable average power at EUV and soft X-ray range reaches about one

hundred watts with a repetition rate of 1 MHz. The mechanical layout of the proposed

technique is close to the that of nominal seeded FELs and this provides excellent

conditions for subsequent proof-of-principle demonstrations and technical applications.

Progress made in this paper paves the way for the development of fully coherent EUV

and soft X-ray FELs with a repetition rate of MHz.
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Appendix. Radiation spectrum of an energy-chirped electron beam

In the mechanism of high-gain harmonic generation (HGHG) [18], studies have shown

that the radiation wavelength is very sensitive to the dispersion strength when the

electron beam has an energy chirp [56, 57, 58]. Since energy chirp of the electron beam

is substantive in many FEL facilities [59, 23], the desire to reduce the wavelength shift, or

spectral bandwidth, has led to the preference for low dispersion strength. In the scheme

of direct-amplification enabled harmonic generation (DEHG), the required dispersion

strength is almost the same as that required in nominal HGHG. In the HGHG-based

pre-bunch schemes, like self-modulation [52], optical-klystron HGHG [53] or harmonic

cascade [51], two chicanes are basically needed, and the strength of the first chicane is

usually one order of magnitude larger than that required in nominal HGHG, in order

to form density modulation in the fundamental or second harmonic of the seed laser.

In order to describe the radiation spectrum of an energy-chirped electron beam, we

examine its spectrum performances obtained from DEHG followed by a comparison in
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self-modulation. The schematic layout of DEHG and self-modulation are illustrated

in Fig. A1 and Fig. A2, respectively. In DEHG, substantial energy modulation is

directly achieved in the sole modulator. In self-modulation, however, it is achieved

in the self-mod section and the upstream segments are acted as a pre-buncher to

form microbunching in the fundamental of the seed laser. Both schemes use the same

electron beam and assume it has a sinusoidal distribution in the longitudinal phase space.

Electron distribution can be seen from Fig. A1(a) or Fig. A2(a). The electron beam is

Figure A1. Schematic layout of DEHG with its application in HGHG. a: The

longitudinal phase space of the electron beam; In b and c, top pictures show the

longitudinal profile of the radiation power (solid line) and phase (dashed line); bottom

pictures show the spectrum. b: initial radiation stage; c: radiation at 20 m. Breaks

between undulators are not displayed.

at 2.5 GeV with a duration of 350 fs, an energy spread of 0.19 MeV and a maximum

energy deviation of 2.5 MeV. For simplicity, the electron beam is assumed uniformly

distributed with a current of 800 A and the seed laser is assumed much longer than the

electron beam with a peak power of 1 MW at 257.5 nm. The frequency up-conversion

amplitude is set to be nineteen. For the undulator part, DEHG has a modulator of 8

m and a radiator of 20 m, while self-modulation has a modulator of 1.28 m, a self-mod

section (modulator) of 2.32 m and a radiator of 20 m. The period lengths of modulators

and radiators are 8 cm and 4.1 cm, respectively.

In DEHG, the electron beam is firstly modulated by the seed laser and gets

modulation about 11.6 times of its energy spread. After transported into the chicane

with a strength of 34 µm, the electron beam is highly micro-bunched and the

corresponding bunching factor is about 3%. The radiation performances of the electron

beam in the radiator can be seen in Fig. A1(b-c). The top pictures show the radiation

power and phase, while the bottom ones show the spectrum. It can be seen that the

energy chirp contributes to the local phase shift in the initial radiation, resulting in
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Figure A2. Schematic layout of self-modulation. a: The longitudinal phase space

of the electron beam; In b, c, d and e, top pictures show the longitudinal profile of

the radiation power (solid line) and phase (dashed line); bottom pictures show the

spectrum. Breaks between undulators are not displayed.

a spectrum bandwidth of 0.03 nm (FWHM). The slippage effect in the radiator may

induce additional phase change during the radiation amplification process, but it can not

eliminate the phase shift introduced by the energy chirp. The radiation power reaches

4.4 GW at 15 m, and the pulse energy is 1.1 mJ.

In self-modulation, the seed laser brings 0.57 times of the energy spread of

the electron beam in the modulator. To convert the energy modulation to density

modulation, the required dispersion strength of the first chicane is 510 µm, which is

about fifteen times larger than that in DEHG. This quantity will also be the local shift

in phase of the initial radiation produced in the downstream radiator. Fig. A2(b-c)

shows the radiation performances of the electron beam in the self-mod section. The top

pictures show the radiation power and phase, while the bottom ones show the spectrum.

Note that the self-mod section resonates at the fundamental wavelength, which means

the phase shift presented in Fig. A2(b-c) is 19 times larger than that in Fig. A1(b-c).

The electron beam achieves energy modulation of 12.86 times of the energy spread in

the self-mod section, and then traverses the second chicane with a strength of 3.3×10−5

m, resulting in a maximum bunching factor of 3.6%. The radiation performances of the

electron beam in the radiator is shown in Fig. A2(d-e). Compared with DEHG, the local

phase shift of the radiation is much larger, indicating that the local phase is seriously

affected by the large dispersion strength. The bandwidth of the spectrum at the initial

radiation is 0.34 nm FWHM, ten times larger than that of DEHG. The radiation power

reaches 3.8 GW at 15 m, and the pulse energy is 0.2 mJ, which is five times smaller

than that of DEHG.

The phenomenon described here demonstrates the advantage of the DEHG, which

effectively reduces the seed laser power without expanding the required intensity of the

dispersion section with respect to nominal HGHG. Compared to the HGHG-based pre-

bunch schemes, the longitudinal coherence of DEHG has a larger tolerance for energy
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chirp.
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